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the purport of this argument, whether to defend dual-
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ism or to undermine monism, or neither.

should not be

to
al-

in the general statement of

me number them

just degree, the

E. P.

by D. Theophilus seems

to be so vitally important that

lowed

n

I

I

A REPLY TO

The

1888.

26,

so as to cover, to at least

involves erroneous statements of facts; but

believe

it

vitally

erroneous conceptions of the relations and bearings of

Inaccuracy of definition

facts.

is

also not

absent, not-

withstanding an apparent effort at demanding precision

of others.

scope of the able essay

I

more

The

trend of science has of late been so posi-

no warrant for the statement that there
is no antagonism between science and religion, which
involves that there is an essential antagonism between
religion and science.
{2.) Wherever and whenever in the world's history

tively constructive of a monistic theology, or logic of the

there arose a science, distinctively formulated,

dualism

(i.)

is

it

invari-

ably and inevitably clashed with religion.

With

(3.)

the scholastics originated the idea of recon-

Having by means of scholasticism won a posiwas not long in claiming for itself the sole

authority over the nature of knowledge.

The

(5.)

fall

of scholasticism led to a separation of

and religion (once more).

(6.) All

subsequent efforts

at

reconciliation

manner.
(7.) Religion is not an ultimate

have

failed in like

nature.

It is

fact

human

of

on a belief or a knowledge con-

cerning an object, intelligent and supreme, analogous to
the

human,

control
this

is

a personality possessing a will and

human

power to
With

destiny, and other than nature.

conjoined an emotion of fear, awe, love,

lowed by
(9.)

etc., fol-

acts of worship.

Such was the

essential to take
is

fication of

Especially does

up the glove

idea of religion to

all

minds

until

anthropomorphism seems

existence.

Infinite, the All, etc., fail to

People would be

give meaning

worwould a tomcat or an Egyptian
mummy. " Banish dualism from your head, and religion
life

to religion.

as likely to

ship the All as they

will necessarily vacate the heart."
is, I believe, a just and complete summary of
argument, placed in such a form that it can be dealt
with without confusion. It matters not what may be

This

his

any con-

trary no religion exists to-day, or ever did exist,

Involved

science.

essential

phases of religion were the

scientific

day.

The Vedas

ritual

of service and worship.

in

which

the earliest

conceptions of the

Egyptian religion was
an explanation of the universe. About 2000 B. C. the
whole Brahmanic and Zendavistic theology had taken
Its basis was science; its development was
shape.
are full of

it.

The creation is not an
Hebrew Scriptures, it is the
whole Hebrew and Christian

accidental beginning of the

and

and

essential to

:

(10.) This effort is futile, for religion rests on dualism
and postulates an anthropomorphic God as an indisits

Had

some modi-

Not, however, in any way to anticipate the points
" There is an essential
made, let us begin with No. i
antagonism between religion and science." On the con-

of the universe

The

it

ception.

sciousness than the old one.

(11.)

find

non-essential.
But we must have, it appears, not only
anthropomorphism in perception, but dualism in con-

very core and soul of the

;

pensable condition of

monism

declaration that

the only basis for religious sentiment.

and only of late has there been an
endeavor to seek some other foundation in human conthe present century

at the

lenge might have been overlooked, as comparatively

was not

not a fact for Strauss.

(S.) Religion rests

or wisely overlooked.

ception of a lovable and worshipable being, the chal-

tion, science

•science

physical, that the assertions of this essay cannot be justly

the statement rested at the affirmation that

ciling religion and science.
(4.)

universe, vital as well as material, psychical as well as

faith.

The

faith

explanation of things, the

How

and

Why

the essential starting point of faith;

is

never escapes

its

originating impulse.

The

Testament exists because of the Old. Man was
made by God; we fell from righteousness; hence the
need of a Redeemer; and so you get the whole scheme
Remove the science at the foundation, and
of salvation.
The believer must stand by
the system topples at once.
Adam and the Creator extra naturam, or he will have to
give up his atonement and his heaven and hell. This
is
true in essential measure of all religions known.
Cause was the one all-demanding problem; the cause

New

of

what appeared and above
;

all

the final cause.

The
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sum

of

ment
God.

is

all

theology, and the basis of

to-day the cause of causes

all

—the

religious senti-

cause

final

—the
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ing outlook caused the great struggle of the Reforma-

Was

tion.

ritualistic

With

point No. 2

we need

not so essentially clash,

this a

simple struggle of theologies, or the

no such thing. Calvinism

is

it

was
and

"that wherever and whenever in the world's history

logic of asserted scientific facts.

there arose a science, distinctively formulated,

it

chism, and

ably and inevitably clashed with religion."

But very

plainly the bearing of this statement

is

by what we have

i.

under No.

stated

inevitable, because the rise of a

A

of an existing science.

being

must

new

invari-

wholly reversed

The

science

conflict

is

in the face

is

science, involving

theology,

any new science or evolution of science
with it. So, then, our new statement is,
If you
a conflict between two sciences.

in the field,

conflict

that there

is

can possibly invent a science absolutely involving no
doctrine of causes, or cause, or cause of causes,

have not the
impossible.

you

will

with theology. But this is
Each and every increment of scientific
least

conflict

knowledge modifies our

ideas of causality.

So

that the

theologian of to-day is compelled to say it is our final
duty " to push the cause of causes as far back in nature

But monistic science, that is, the science of
Let us look over
evolution, pushes him out altogether.
history.
The Vedic or Brahman in evolution was a
new scientific outlook, and we have evidence of a fierce
conflict back there, 2000 B. C, among our Aryan
fathers in Central Asia
a struggle that reached out and
as possible."

—

involved to the west, the Shemites.

About 1500 B. C.

all

and

frontages

it

takes affront.

new science. The old was sung
among the Shemites; and into
of brute force conflict among the Aryans.

Davidic song, but no

into rich spiritual life

poetic softening

But 500 B. C. was the age

At the great
promulgated new views

Socrates.

of

Buddha, Confucius and

and causes.

The

old

—

reconciling religion and science."

This

is

to ignore all

the struggle of the Jewish Rabbis before Jesus, of the

Greek philosophers, of the Buddhistic school of com-

The

mentators.

facts are that

each great unfolding of

science (religion) has led to a school of reconciliation j

and history has been everywhere as full of the pacificaharmonizing as the antag-

tions as of the conflicts; the

Of

onizing.

course the unfolding of cosmology that

began with the

heliocentric conception of the universe,

was such a revolution, that from
more and more evident that the

down

Galileo

was

it

old cosmology

must

The Mosaic days expanded,
and Yahweh's sabbatic rest was broken, until there
was nothing left but a din of clashing arms. Was it
science against theology

piped over the

field

?

It

was modern

science bat-

and the voices of reconcilers

of battle like bobolinks over a charge

of cavalry.

The fourth point amounts simply to this, that the
new or heliocentric cosmology began to win its way.
No. 5

asserts

that the scholastic harmonizers yielded

the field essentially.

No. 6

and more

asserts that later

scholarly efforts at reconciliation, such as that of Dr.

of the universe, and they could

Chalmers and

Gods were

scientific

not one of science with

centers of civilizations science

stand only by the downfall of the old system of cause

beings, but as

Crea-

as the thing of a
is

bound to believe the scientific conceptions of 2000 and
of 4000 years ago, or those of to-day, the latest research; and whether our worship should be of a Being
implied in primitive science, or of Being as implied in
modern science.
But ( 3) " with the scholastics originated the idea of

tling with ancient science,

scientific

Cate-

is certain; but it is a confronting of cosmologies
and geologies and anthropologies, and only therefore of
theologies.
It is simply a question whether we are

perish or compromise.

new

The Westminster

theology

world the Mosaic code, the laws of Manu, and the laws
But this was an unfolding of law^
of Tschon in China.
or a codification of morals, and hence there arose no
Religion endures new moral frontconflict whatever.
1000 B. C. was a marked moral evolution of Homeric and

man

That the present struggle

occurred another great evolution, that which gave to the

ages; but to

will find

other Calvinistic fulminations, are efforts

to explain the universe
tor.

You

a reconstructed science,

outgrowth of sciences?

assailed not as religious

causes.

"

Are

there

30,000

Hugh Miller, with that of Dr. McCosh,
and " orthodox evolutionists " have failed.
No.

demands

7

"Religion

Gods?" they asked of Buddha. If there are let them
alone, was the essential reply.
Confucius and Socrates

this point

gave almost identical answers in spirit.
I might trace the same historic periodicity of evolution, and show that at well rounded periods since Jesus,
knowledge has accumulated, so as to confront the old
science with a new system of explanations.
These evolutions culminated in battles of the orthodox old with
the heretical new. About 500 A. D. came the culmination in a Papal power; 1000, in the absolute Hierarchy.
But about 1500 the seething of new facts and a widen-

there

our next

quite essential to do

it is

heretofore, define religion.

word.

is

human

what

I

nature."

At

have avoided

In the article of Theophilus.

a confusion in the use of this
It is

consideration.

serious

not an ultimate fact of

is

very all-important

used at one time to include historic theology;

at another, to

cover only the rational sentiment or feeling^

that follows theological belief.

the former, that

is,

historic

If

by religion

theology (that

is,

is

meant

science ap-

and causes), it is clear that every mind
must have a religion; and Strauss is no more an exception than Talmage.
Indeed, in proportion as a brain
is
logical, cultured and informed, it must have the
plied to cause

THE OPEN
Talmage

religion of causality.

part

millionth

Thomas

hasnot one-

of Strauss, or Renan, or
Count Cavour, or John Stuart
by religion is meant the sentiment of

the

religion

Jefferson, or

But

Mill.

in that sense

if

COURT.
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cally an infinite universe, involving all of causality in
I

itself.

do not mean that dualism

longer any part

The

revelations

is dead
but it has no
growing conception of nature.

the

in

spectroscope, combined

the

of

;

with

honor, awe, reverence, or worship that arises in a well
informed mind, then again religion is an ultimate fact of

those of the telescope, have been supplemented by the

human

as certain as a material,

For

nature.

I

take

Theophilus will not

it

deny that when a Persian kissed his hand to a star,
he had an emotion, growing out of his knowledge of the
universe, toward the cause, or cause of causes, involved.
The implication that this ultimate fact is outgrown by
any one is disposed of when you come to a correct defini-

The

tion of religion.

outgrown,

No. 8

is

is

only

fact

(ultimate or otherwise)

the childish methods of expressing feeling.

Theophilus's own effort at a definition of
is, " it is a belief or a knowledge concern-

religion; that

ing an object, intelligent and supreme, analogous to the

human,

a personality possessing a will and

control

human

destiny;

— and other

joined with an emotion of fear, love,
acts of

worship."

This

is

power

than nature;
etc.

;

to

—con-

followed by

simply a very rigid descrip-

Being extra-natural,
such as might be very nearly given by Cardinal Newman or Professor Diman. It does not rest with saying
tion of the dualistic conception of a

religion

is

a belief in a cause or cause of causes; but

goes on to such a definition of religion that
to the conviction that Socrates,

it

we are driven

Buddha, and the ancients
all
so far as they were

—

had no religion at
This no one should grant. Religion
is rather, so far as knowledge is concerned (or belief),
the conception any mind may have of cause in the universe, or above the universe.
His assertion that such
belief is followed by emotions stands true.
No. 9 afin general,

not monotheists.

showing a vital substantiality,
immanent in all nature.

investigations of evolution,

But how

is

it

about the other side of religion, the

emotion, the feeling, the awe, the reverence, and the

consequent worship?

Clearly

Theophilus intends to say: "

at this point

that

vague somethings or
answer the purpose. People would be as

nothings will

reverence

to love, fear or

likely

is

it

No

'

The

All

as

'

they

would a tomcat." Unfortunately under dualism tomcats were worshiped
and ideas more vengeful and
malevolent are embodied in the common conceptions of
dualism than any tomcat ever manifested. If Calvin
had done no worse than exalt an infinite tomcat, we
might at least have stroked his fur to have escaped his
;

claws.

But the question is a pertinent one, what principles
were ever involved in the infinite final cause apart from
nature, that are not equally involved in the universal
causality within nature?
to those deepest in

It

is

more and more palpable

investigation that nature

tinuous adaptation of means to ends

no reason

for believing in a

;

is

a con-

and while there

is

Designer above and outside

of nature, there can be no conception of nature apart

The

from design.

design

fairly

ending with

persistent in nature,

is

not imposed from without.

men who

The

:

"

The world was

is

speak of "pushing back"

their first cause as far as possible

averred

and

era of reconcilers

or, as a

;

up

fitted

Bishop recently
for

man's occu-

firms that " this historic interpretation of religion has

pancy, with adequate means inherent, or supplemented,

never been questioned

to

until the present century,

and

that only of late has there been an endeavor to seek

some other foundation

in

human

science cannot undermine."

So

consciousness,
far as this

is

which

intended

be a denial of any attempt to escape dualism, until almost the present date, it is to overlook Lucretius and
Aristotle and Spinoza and the early Kant (the real
Kant); but it is not in bounds to discuss this statement.
are concerned mainly with Nos. 10 and 11, which

to

We

assert the utter futility

of any effort to escape dualism

without a total wreckage of religion.
ophilus does not

mean

that

we

Certainly The-

cannot either

know

or

meet

all his

The God

needs."

sert that the drift of

science

is

vital

universe,

which

" Looking backward
absolute
is
is

life,

is

we

absolute unit.

mon with

— the

universe, the

Science and philosophy alike, and in com-

our humblest household

talk, considers practi-

it,

for

ethical.

Mind

for one

the

word

It

is

to

Nothing

force as

some-

never, in any dis-

moment, anywhere, aught but

allow that there

is

the

energy."

in this conception of

immanent, purposeful Being, no more reason
love, awe, fear and worship, than " in an Egyptian

mummy"?
ful

and

a substratum.

legal, volitional, purposeful direction of

Are we

substantial

ever actualized in vital phenomena.

what all processes involve as
more absurd than the use of

play of

—a

are led to universal, potential,

infinite,

or speech of nature, except as one,

the

universe

a

affirm

sensible, intelligent

Except for theological purposes
men of information have wholly given over all thought

unity of the universe.

to

charged with immanent divine purpose

thing blind, aimless and lawless.

its

is

of dualism.

phenomena and
causes, or causality in general, without dualism.
At
least our modern knowledge is monistic.
That is, the
primal fundamental thought of modern knowledge is

believe concerning the universe, and

of supplements

But science stands here "a magnificent reign of life and law, that is unfolding year by year,
and age by age, is but the pulsating presence of One,
who is over all, through all, interpenetrating all." I asfinality

is

lost?

What of good, or
Do we not stand

great, or lovable, or fear-

related to cause and pur-

pose quite as intimately as under dualism

?

But

it is

not
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only logically possible, but historically true, that science
The Darwinism which now controls our
worshipful.

is

scientific

thought

not the elder Darwinism that

is

was

absorbed in material data, but a later Darwinism, or
evolution, that concerns itself with the science of data.

And

" science "

is still

dall's, to

to

biologist, as well as

Science

" religion," as

is

Huxley's

its

always was.

I

latest writings, to

Le Conte Abbott, and

a host

its

worshipful object,

it

manifested cause in nature; and in the highest

manifestations

it

sees

its

Man

true cause for adoration.

no longer the thing of a Creator, but the glorious
presence of a moral and intelligent purposive causality.
I am aware that Theophilus shuts down his gates at
the very entrance into the land of love, and hope, and
is

religious feeling.

He

does well to snip off all discussion

by an assertion. We have simply to deny his assertion.
To go far beyond that would involve other articles
rather than a brief extension of this one.

am

I

are in

The

more.

worshipful; but instead of looking out into a

limbo of the extra-natural for
sees

it

TynProfessor Cope's, our most eminent American

have only to refer

beyond the shadow of a doubt, that perceptible objects
all reality composed of primitive elements; and
not segregated from a pre-existent totality of Being.
But the unification of philosophical thought and scientific
experience proceeds by slow and cautious steps; and we
have here to follow its tentative efforts to establish logical consistency between different provinces of knowlit

modern speculation by Gassendi, adopted by
Boyle and Newton, made to triumph in chemistry by
Dalton, and in physics by Fresnel and Cauchy; this
atomic theory sought and still seeks to explain the constitution of material bodies, and the manifold changes
they are found to undergo, by assuming them to be
composed of exceedingly minute, indivisible particles,

moving

mon-

ism alone can truly fill both head and heart; the former
with knowledge, the latter with emotion.

in free space, colliding there in strict

with mechanical laws, and forming
gregates.
It is

the logical tendency of this conception to reduce

mere passive vehicles of mechanically
which motion is thus held to be the

material particles to

imparted motion
true source of

;

activity or

all

energy

OF "NATURALISTIC MONISM."
Part

in

III.

be

undergoing

simple or indivisible.

Are

some

the multifarious and di-

compose it,
and particularized from

integrant parts, differentiated

pre-existent, all-involving

to

totality.''

Or

are they

intrinsic

Such

fundamental question de-

must necessarily take. If we believe in a pre-existent
supreme totality of Being, of which perceptible things
are subordinate segregations,

we

inevitably land in Spi-

nozism or some kindred mode of pantheistic Monism.

If,

changes could no-

and then these parts and not the particles themwould be the veritable atoms. So we would have
to go on ad infinitufn, subdividing further and further
the material substratum, without ever being able to come

selves

ticles

this

intrinsic

particles;

to ultimate elements, unless

given to

the

wise take place without the shifting of parts of such

primitive and elementary units?

termines at once the main course our further speculation

If

were themselves capable of

changes, they could not possibly be

themselves complex structures made up of far more

The answer

the ultimate elements, that

themselves no intrinsic spring of activity.

purpose of ascertaining the veritable nature of Reality
or Being, we first wish to know of what this perceptible

which seem

And

ultimate particles of matter

the proper object of speculative investigation for the

versely constituted bodies,

the only

are undergoing such motion, can, consequently, contain

sense- revealed or material universe to

universe actually consists.

is

of activity allowable in logical keeping with the

mechanical conception.

BY EDMUND MONTGOMERY.

Taking the

mode

Trans-

in nature.

latory motion, transmitted through collision,

KARL THEODOR BAYRHOFFER AND HIS SYSTEM

keeping

consequence more

in

or less coherent and relatively persistent groups or ag-

content

to rest at this point, with the counter assertion that

atomic theory of matter, imported from Epicu-

rus into

sically

we

suppose that

which are absolutely

are reached

at last par-

rigid or intrin-

unchangeable.

But a world consisting of rigid particles of matter
would soon come to a complete standstill; for two rigid
particles

meeting

in direct collision,

would altogether annihilate each

with equal

velocities,

motion.

other's

To

save the mechanical world-conception from utter collapse,

on the contrary, we believe the perceptible things of our
world to be graduated compounds of primordial elements

movable elements have

we

the intrinsic, non- mechanical spring of action, called

find ourselves, to a certainty,

entangled in some kind

Atomism or Monadism.
The radical and far-reaching opposition of these two
different ways of interpreting the origin of perceptible
of

things

is

almost as old as philosophy

day the schools are continuing
another on the same ground.

One would

think that

itself.

And

to contend

are constantly

elasticity;

modern chemistry had placed

to be

which inner

faculty has to

endowed, and
with

physicists,

make good from

occult sources the mechanical loss of motion otherwise

inevitably incurred during direct and oblique collision.

Then,

to this

with one

tl"iemselves

endowed by mechanical

end

after all

—

if

the mechanical universe

in motionless stagnation

ticles

—the

ultimate

is

not to

moving

par-

cannot be conceived as rigid units passively shifted

about by imparted motion

;

but must

—

in direct opposition

THE OPKN
to mechanical presuppositions

—be

thought of

as con-

which renders them
fit to re-impart an equivalent amount of moving energy,
for that which would be mechanically lost through collision, if they were really rigid.
According to mechanical theory material particles
should be absolutely rigid. According to physical experience they must be absolutely elastic. This is the
dilemma to which mechanical physics finds itself actually
driven in the material world alone, irrespective of any
attempt on its part to derive mental phenomena from its
mechanics of atoms.
And such obvious reductio ad
taining something -within them,

abstirdum of
it

world-conception suffices to prove, that

its

must be a radically inadequate interpretation of Reality.

Surely that matter which contains the "promise and potency " of everything in nature, has to possess very
different qualifications for so exalted a mission.

The

first

great difficulty

which

lies in

the

way

adequate interpretation of the material universe,

of an

is

due

between the nature of
which materially
Space unoccupied by matter seems to be homo-

to the essential contrast obtaining

what we
fills it.

empty

call

geneous throughout,

mere extension.
and boundlessly

space, and that

entire being exhausting

its

our thought envoyage toward inBut, with the appearance

one

way

of matter

or the other.

its

in space, definite limits are at

once imposed.

Our thought cannot
will; but

deal with such definite extension
must accept the given limits as something

cannot transcend.

Material

bodies

certainly

are

at
it

not

boundless like space, nor are they geometrically deter-

minable

The

as

we

What

sort of

be that has power to cause our
individual space-perception to be thus filled with that
specific content we know as the material universe? This
Reality or Being can

exactly

is

it

the problem to be solved before

we

can

legiti-

mately escape from philosophical Agnosticism, and before
we can expect to lay a sure foundation for naturalistic

Monism.

nature of

enal

does not see his way to give posiconcerning the absolute, non-phenom-

Whoever

tive information

Reality

Being

or

speaking, an Agnostic;* and his

is,

philosophically

Monism

can be grounded

only on faith, supported by plausible considerations; not
on knowledge of the absolute state of things.
Kant himself, in his jMetaphysische Anfangsgruende
der Naturwissenschaft, made an effort to form an idea
of the absolute nature of extra-conscious matter or the
To the mechanical cowcQ^'ixow of such
world-substance.

matter he opposed what has since been named

dy-

its

As BayrhofTer's construction of
namical conception.
matter is based on Kant's dynamical considerations, and
as it is becoming more and more evident that no true
idea of matter can possibly be formed, regardless of a
theory of cognition,

it

will be appropriate to give a rapid

sketch of Kant's view.

He

we become aware

reasons that, though

of bodily

existence only in the form of figures within our

space-perception, yet during

own

the direct perception

of

evidently something present, which constitutes an essential difference between physical or bodily

objects there

existence

something

is

and mere
is

geometrical

This

construction.

generally called matter, and must be con-

sidered the compelling cause of

all

percepts not origi-

Changes undergone by such matter
e. as the moving
are perceptively realized as motion;
of the bodily figure within our space-perception. Matnated by ourselves.

choose.

question, however,

still

space thus occupied by matter
it;

915

nature of the sense-stimulating existents.

divisible in conception,

countering nowhere resistance on
finity

itself in

therefore boundlessly extensible

It is
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is

remains, whether the

completely

filled

with

and whether such matter is itself, like space, infinitely
The Kantian philosophy, through its

i.

ter,

then, and

its

changes are the object of our space-

demonstration of the subjectivity of space- perception,

perception, but are not constituted by any efficiency of
our own. Space itself is an empty form matter, on the

and the phenomenal nature of material appearances in

contrary, a space-occupying existent.

divisible or not.

space, pointed out the

way

and vexatious puzzle.

to a solution of this ancient

It teaches, that

what causes our

individual space-perception to be filled with the content

we

call

erties

matter, cannot itself be conditioned

by the prop-

of such perceptual space; which mental form of

apprehension

is

only our

sciously taking

in,

or

own

subjective

mode

rather of consciously

of con-

reacting

;

To occupy

wise, with sufficient force,

it

would be

possible to

it

into nothing.

source of motion, or a force-emanating existent. By
dint of its repulsive force every one of its parts occupies

— what

amounts

tinuously extended, though compressible to

Having in the course of philosophical development
become once for all clearly aware, that what we call

Elasticity

material bodies are perceptual appearances, specifically

it

consciousness by definitely con-

which are stimulating our sensibility,
we desire to frame a logically and scientifically valid
hypothesis concerning the absolute, non-phenomenal
stituted existents

to the

—

same thing it
some

space, or

verse or world of things-in-themselves.

own

com-

This resistance, which matter is
capable of opposing to any encroaching motion, appears
Matter is therefore as such a
to us likewise as motion.
press

against the influences emanating from the objective uni-

aroused within our

space,

matter must necessarily possess resisting power; other-

is

con-

extent.

If
is thus a fundamental property of matter.
matter were, however, possessed of repulsive force only,

could have no confining boundaries, but would disperse

into infinite space.

Consequently there must reside in

Philosophical Ai^nosticisin is in no way directly connected with the prevalent religious Agnosticism, which professes not to be in possession ot knowledge enabling it to decide for or against the existence of a personal Deity, and
the possibility of individual immortality.
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These

This force is
matter a force antagonizing repulsion.
Matter is indeed out and out a product
called attraction.

conceived as substantial

of the antagonizing tendencies of the force of repulsion

of substantiality or essence,

and of that of

but empty space.

attraction.

These are the

And

of material existence.

interpretation

dynamical

essential tenets of Kant's

not only

divisibility,

infinitum.

Ampere, Faraday, Fechner and many

ibility

have

at-

the

finitum,

He

ible elements.

illogical; for

two

how

ible,

follows that

it

it

open before us. All
phenomena of nature emanate from it. It must therefore include in itself the essence of Being, in which the
ideal and the real of our world are inseparably united.

And

so

universe

we

actually find

it.

lies

For every concrete percept-

being or thing consists of a union of subjectivity

ible

is

in fact subject-object, or a center of

The

substratum of natural phenomena,

and objectivity;
interaction.

usually called matter,

is

must be composite so
as

Of

course,

appears to

us,

it is

is

And

it

it

mentally

merely a phenomenal reflex of the
is

in-

absolute

therefore only through speculative

phenomena

we

e.

an indiscerptible unit of
efficiencies.

was philosophically justified in setting up a
system of monads in opposition to Spinoza's single
extended and thinking substance. His dictum " There
:

are composite beings, hence there

however much

must be simple beings,"

contested, remains irrefragable to this

day.
{To

be continued.)

THE CONDITIONS OF

LIFE.*

BY W. PREYER.
Pari

II.

Translated from the German by F. W. Morton.

teracting entities that constitute veritable or

Being.

its

Leibnitz

parts.

understood that matter, as

i.

a center of interacting

evidently replete with interact-

and repulsions of constituent

far as

cannot be composite ad in-

In speculative philosophy, however,

the atom becomes a monad,

ing efficiencies, which sensibly manifest themselves as
attractions

it

must consist of ultimate, simple and indivisThis is the truth that underlies the atomic

Being constituting

material

it

But

divisibility goes.

following

The

can there be form without essence;
The matter which ap-

pears in perception being manifestly extended and divis-

theory of matter.

strain:

ad

are ever inseparable.

with the intensively reacting individuality and substanof force- emanating existents. He argues in the

tiality

—the

with Spinoza and Kant the divisof the form without the divisibility of the essence

is

such extensive force-irradiation

has often been done

To assume

by means of the mere play of forces, without the aid of
any self-extended, bodily substratum.
Bayrhoffer, on the other hand, does not attempt to
eliminate substantial existence from the realm of absolute
Being by reducing everything to mere force-irradiation.
to identify

—as

mere extended form, devoid
would consist of nothing

then matter would necessarily be composite

tempted, in various ways, to construct matter dynamically,

seeks

If

for

;

essence of matter be conceived as mere extension and

philosophers, but eminent physicists such as Boscovich,
others,

elements of Being have to be

self-existent

All the numerous advantages which society confers
on living beings in such a way that they become conditions of life, are yet of a different order and, though
highly important, are of incomparably

less significance

at a

than those factors which are indispensable to every or-

and effiwhich give rise to such phenomena. The everchanging unification and dissipation of material objects

ganism for the mere preservation of activity. The
former are only indirectly, the latter are directly necessary the former may for a time at least be removed,
the latter cannot be removed for a moment without the
greatest injury to the living being; the former are secondary, the latter are primary in so far that these must
be all fulfilled before those can exist at all. The direct

analysis of material

that

can arrive

consistent conception of the ultimate existents
ciencies

within our subjective perception allows us to conclude,
that Being,

i.

e.

the existent

which compels these ob-

jective appearances in our perception,

composed of elements

is itself

changeably

that stand in effective and mut-

able relations to one another.

For an

;

original manifold-

external conditions of life are therefore fundamental.

ness or plurality within Being necessarily presupposes

They are basic conditions. They are also much better
known than those complicated conditions which are

an original plurality of Beings. If eternal and absolute
Being were in verity a single, ever-identical existent,
without intrinsic manifoldness and opposition, there could

no reciprocal relativity of its parts, and consequently
no effectuation and change, and thus no phenomenal

exist

world.

It is

indeed utterly unintelligible

how

manifold-

regulated by the relation of one organism to another.
First of

needs no proof that by a removal of

all it

Indeed,
the

many languages have

same word.

It

ness and opposition could possibly arise within a self-iden-

everything which

Consequently eternal or absolute Being
must be composed of contiguous elements, that through
their various modes of interaction among one another
are forming an articulated system of Being, whose per-

breathe does not

tical totality.

ceptually reflected representation

is

the material universe.

life becomes extinct.
"die" and "expire"

the air breathing ceases, and thereby

is

it

entirely

safe

lives, also breathes.

live.

By

taken in the wider sense
but as

for

this,

— not

as

*Copyrighted.

assert

that

Wfiat does not

breathing must only be
it

signifies respiration,

means the working over of the

the inner organism.

to

air

received in

—
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need not have, however, strictly the same
composition as the atmosphere which actually surrounds
the earth. Apart from all accidental constituents of air
those which are of no importance whatever for life

This

air

—

€ven the three

essential gases of carefully purified, dry,

The
air are not all demanded.
amounts of carbonic acid gas are necessary for
plant life, but wholly superfluous for animal life; and
indeed where "l;hese rise to a certain amount they are
This constituent is therefore not a condidetrimental.
The same is true of the
tion of life for all organisms.
nitrogen of the air. It can in many cases be supplaced
by another indifferent gas, hydrogen, without perceptible injury; it can also be entirely eliminated from the
air we breathe without producing injury to any organThe third gas, on the contrary, oxygen, must not
ism.
be wanting where living beings are to exist.
Numerous experiments tried on plants and animals
and repeated observations in respect to men in mines and
badly-ventilated places, have shown that the removal of
oxygen or the supplacing of this gas by another inevicommon, atmospherical
little

tably extinguishes the flame of
strictly necessary that as

we

life.

It is

indeed not

much oxygen should be present

There could, without the slighest injury to life, be more or less of this
life-air in the gaseous sea which covei>s the earth. Moreand this varies within wide
over, the amount of oxygen

in the air as

actually find in

it.

—

bounds

— confined

may be

rivers

in the

considerably increased, and, at least in the

But a certain quantity of oxygen
to the life of organized bodies as it

is
is

life.

as indispensable
to the

burning of

Pasteur,

it is

true, has asserted that there are beings

"which live without free atmospheric or absorbed oxygen,

upon which the

air acts fatally.

These are

ance-

robias, vegetable ferments, without individual motion,

and

vibriones, with individual motion.
But however carefully the experiments were made,
liowever certain it was that every trace of atmospherical
oxygen was excluded, every proof was wanting that
-oxygen vvras not constantly developed somewhere in the
mass and that it was consumed by the tiny organisms.
We may perhaps suppose that those lower forms of life
can only use the active oxygen, that is, oxygen at

the

moment

of

its

generation; while the other organ-

isms require also the inactive oxygen which they trans-

form

in

part

into

ozone.

At

all

events, from

the

whose

fer-

fact that fermentation processes take place

ments are living beings, which can live for a period
with a complete exclusion of atmospherical air and multiply at the cost of the fermenting material, it cannot be
concluded that there are living bodies which need no

oxygen

for all living bodies at the

life

Why

is

not indispen-

same time

could not these vibriones consume the oxygen

which they themselves set free, just as plants consume
the oxygen of the same atmosphere into which they
discharge the oxygen developed by themselves? Are
there not plants which in an enclosed space free from
oxygen generate oxygen by day and again absorb it by
night, and thus live for months ?
Water, sugar, tartrates,
phosphates, which further the life of ferments, all contain much oxygen.
Why could it not be set free from
these by the vibriones as it is set free by plants from
fixed chemical compounds that are rich in oxygen?
In
the same way this is true of the isolated living organs
of higher organisms.
If in a vacuum a muscle continues
to twitch and the nerve preserves its sensibility, it does
not necessarily follow from this that it consumes no
oxygen.

No

plants thrive without oxygen; no animals; and
more complex an organism is,- the greater is its

the

need of

this life-gas.

Thus

mental.

Its

importance for

life

oxygen by

the discovery of

funda-

is

Priestley,

August I, 1774, marks the beginning of a rational
investigation of life, the beginning of modern physiology, whose corner-stone the discoverer himself laid

when

he recognized the great similarity between respiration

and combustion.

oxygen

Indispensable, moreover, as

is

to life,

it

has

only one advantage over the other external conditions,

withdrawal — especially
—very speedily brings the

viz., that its

dom
As to

in the

animal king-

life-process to

an end.

the others, the second condition, viz., the presence

oi water in the immediate environment of the body,

taper.

Ibeings
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the gaseous or that freed from water,

sable to

water of the ocean, lakes and

cold season of the year, decreased without injury to

a

it
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gas,

and therefore do not breathe.

It

can only

be provisionally concluded that the oxygen of the

air,

be

of equal importance.

The

old chemical

maxim,

is

at first

only conjectured but subsequently established over and
facts, pronounced for living
Corpora non vivunt nisi humida:
without humidity no life. Generally speaking dryness

over again by numberless
beings this law:

is

the worst

enemy

The

sterile,

in the heart of

Sicily,

of organized beings.

parched, reddish-yellow

district

before the rainy season begins, forms the strongest contrast

with the bright green mantle with which spring

adorns the Catanian

fields.

The immeasurable importance
clearly in the animal

of water for the de-

is shown still more
kingdom than in the vegetable world

velopment and maintenance of

life

The sea is the
with which it is inseparably linked.
cradle of animated nature, and its inexhaustible storehouse; from which come forth to the eye of astonished

man

ever

It is at

new and

the

still

again ever

new

organic forms.

same time the archive of the history of

which even now preserves

life,

dark depths living witEven of
nesses, still unchanged, of long past periods.
the chalk period a few surviving forms have been found
in

it,

which thus

in its

exist, at the

same time

fossilized

and
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On

living.
is

the other hand, wherever on the earth water

wanting, or

from

in the air

water-gas

is

cloudless skies the sun sends

not found, wherever

down

its

scorching

gen, oxygen, sulphur, phosphorus, chlorine, calcium^
tnagnesiutn, potassium, sodium, iron, and probably also
Of the remaining half hundred
silicon and fluorine.

known

chemical elements, none

found in the

rays for months at a time on the thirsty earth, there plants

of the

perish, and even the stray animal tries with fleeting feet

organism as a constant integral part or constituent.
These, therefore, need not be received in the nourishment. The fourteen named suffice to produce the vast
complexity of forms in animated nature, to make breathing, nourishment, growth, motion and perception possi-

to escape

The

from these dead regions.

reception of

oxygen

is

impossible without water.

with carbonic acid without
water, if both are wholly dry. Much less can the numberless chemical unions in the bodies of animals and

Never does an

—

alkali unite

which for the most part material of much
weaker power is found take place without humidity.
Therefore, there is no living body which does not conplants

in

—

tinually receive water.

Not only must

the

medium

in

which the organism

—

be constantly humid or wet, but and here we
come to the third condition of life everything that
lives

—

absorbed in the interior of the organism and everything that constitutes its nourishment, invariably contains
is

All animal and plant nourishment contains water.

The wholly dry

food materials, moreover, are

less use-

prevention of starvation, as are also the chemelements of which they are composed. It is one of

ful for the

the characteristic properties of living bodies that they
can under no circumstances continue to live when all the
constituents of their nourishment are offered

elementary condition.

Besides,

is

it

them

in the

impossible, so far

have yet shown, for the simplest living
being to assimilate the elements, unless they be already
present in certain combinations, in the form of salts
as investigations

(sulphates, phosphates, chlorides),

union and separation of these fourteen
life

and present forms.
The principal three fundamental conditions of life,,
oxygen, -water and Jood must, in order to be permanently
in all its past

useful for the maintenance of

life,

Above

qualities or properties.

all

have several special
must

these materials

Without heat no life.
have a certain temperature.
When the normal heat of a living body greatly decreases,
its life

Indeed, the process of animal

ceases.

life

con-

large measure in an unbroken generation of

heat, namely,

by

a union of the received

constituents of the food.

But

it is

oxygen with the

easy in

all

cases

by

merely cooling off the surrounding medium, water, air
or earth, to overbalance the heat given off by the organism, and thus bring the thermal process, and with it life,
to an abrupt end.

'How

great the necessary

minimum

of heat must be, cannot be stated in general terms, but it
must be specially determined for each separate case, and

then again for each separate function. For all organisms
in common, we may name as the lowest temperature at

and in that of gases

which the exchange of matter still continues, the freezing point of water. But this conjecture has reference to

more compli-

the inner temperature of the plant or animal body, not

(carbonic acid gas) for plants, or in

cated

the

elements, nature aims to accomplish the wonders of

sists in a

water.

ical

By

ble.

is

combinations for animals.

still

To

these

last,

the

albumen formed by the plants must be furnished
already made, since they have not the power to assimilate these materials from the elements or simple combi-

its

environment.

When

ice life ceases, since

the

the water in the
life

body becomes

process requires the fluid

ent upon plants which prepare for

There is no existing reason, howan idiothermic polar animal should not continue to exist in an atmosphere at zero, with nourishment
Nevertheat zero, and with water at little above zero.
less, this much is evident, that generally most organisms

food-materials from earth, air

could not survive in a

nations.

When we

reflect, therefore, that

animals are depend-

them the necessary
and water, we can com-

prehend that all animals and plants, and likewise all
animal and plant foods, consist of the same elements;
that the suckling is composed of the selfsame fundamental matter as the milk which he drinks, the deer of
the same as the grasses which he transforms into flesh,
and the bird of the same as the egg from which it has
these three external conditions of

ever,

why

contrary,

life

may be

brought together in this expression: A certain number
of the elementary constituents of the earth's crust m^ust
be present in certain combinations and amounts in immediate proximity to the organism, so that it can assimThe elementary substances which
ilate these materials.
are indispensable to life are: Carbon, hydrogen, nitro-

medium of permanent

warm

gree, and that in the

more forms

zero de-

season of the year, on the

of life will be developed than in

the cold.
It

is

likewise difficult to determine the

heat which living beings can endure.

It is

maximum
only prob-

medium of 50° Celsius nothing living can
and that the temperature of no organism
could rise permanently above 46° without the greatest
danger to life. Within these limits, probably all life is

able, that in a

prolong

been hatched.

Thus

state of aggregation.

life

included.

In respect to the three primary necessities of
themselves,

maximum
of too

we may
limit.

life

likewise inquire whether there be a

Does death

much oxygen, too much

result

from the reception

water, or too

much food?
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by the reception of too

Just as

little

oxygen

suffocation

languor; or of too

results; of too little water,

food,

little

starvation.

Generally, in plants the injuriousness of undiluted

oxygen

Among

proven.

is

animals, likewise, death

oxygen gas of several atmospheres,
life in j^ure oxygen gas of one atthe reception of oxygen is artificially

takes place quickly in

although they retain

When

mosphere.

for animals a comfortable state of rest

facilitated

is in-

COURT.
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The ego

sophical thought.

mental problem of

And
still

ject of

There are animals which

much food

take as

as they themselves

not to be overlooked that

single

who leads the van, assumed the existence
ego as a fact. Kant, who closes the first epoch,
and who marks at the same time the beginning of a new
era of philosophical development, pointed out the logiDescartes,

weigh.

Still

We

Upon

the whole, then, the immediate necessities of

included within narrow limits.

are

the three

named cannot be mentioned.

tant for the

green plants,

is

in

Others than

Light, so impor-

no wise necessary for

all

Whatever lives in the
knows only night. Many

organisms without exception.
greatest depths of the

sea

entozoa in the dark inwards of
larvae, in

higher animals, and

the interior of flowers and in the earth, are,

likewise, in the

same

the faculties of the thinking subject, and

psychology proves that the ego of the old schools

The ego

superstitious notion.

eternal unit and thing in itself, but the result

in search of a solid basis for philosophical

ganic activity

it

;

psychical

the

is

To

expression of our

use Ribot's words: the ego

The ego in the old sense
term is a fallacy. It is the basis of dualism, and
has been the source of innumerable superstitions.
Idealism is that conception of the world which takes
the subject, the ego and its realm of ideas, as starting
not a cause but an effect.

of the

Modern philosophy since Descartes has, therebeen called idealistic. Philosophic idealism since
Descartes found a strong opposition in scientific tendencies, which followed their own direction and were de-

point.
fore,

veloped almost independently of philosophic speculation.
Accordingly philosophy and science were long considered antagonistic.

Realism

is

point.

As

which takes
phenomena, as starting

that conception of the world

the object, the real world and

its

idealism assumes the existence of the ego, or

the subject, so realism assumes the existence of things, or

with the given

facts

itself

the conclusions

which could

consistently be

declaring that the subject alone exists.

of the thinking subject,

the existence

:

became the corner-stone of mod-

ern philosophy.

Kant has proved
syllogism
is

is

that the conclusion of Descartes's

The

a fallacy.

existence of the ego

arrived at in the conclusion ergo (ego) sum,

tained in

the

the fact to be

supposition {ego) cogito.

proven

is

which
is

con-

Accordingly,

an assumption.

harmony

in

In their eager-

ness to reach this ideal both parties boldly ventured

convinced of the irrefutability of this sentence, which

contemporaries also considered a fundamental truth,

and

of our experience.

their respective principles.

:

and thus the belief in our existence, viz

a

no
of a very

complicated concurrence, a kind of co-operation of or-

knowledge, proclaimed the famous dictum " Cogito,
ergo sum,^'' " I think, therefore I am." Descartes was
his

is

discrete entity,

Idealism as well as realism attempted to construct a

be continued.)

IDEALISM, REALISM AND MONISM.
The history of modern philosophy begins with Deswho,

no

is

philosophic system, consistent in

cartes,

work of Kant's

chief

himself, to take the inven-

the objects.

condition.
{To

all

is

the bad composition of the same.

life

for

The

it

which would contain and account
modern

tory of pure reason,

it is

may

health

to

jnjuries

he stjled

as

whole bodily organism.

must here also assume a maximum limit.
But the danger of prostration or even of death from
too much air, water or food, is much less than that
arising from want of these necessary requirements, or
arise.

is,

day

by regular overloading the

with food-material

stomach

in a

the sub-

of the

philosophy

tent filling.

indeed the
is

modern philosophy.

cal fallacy in this syllogism.

an intermit-

the spot to

is

ego has been from the beginning, and

from this suspension of respiration to health
Moreover, a superabundance of water is,
is unknown.
as is well-known, fatal to many plants; but whether
there is an animal which perishes through immoderate
drinking of water is to be questioned. By the too copious reception of food there is scarcely any living body
which will lose its life if the food has only good constituents, for the receiving organs permit only

and funda-

first

Here

place the lever of philosophic inquiry.

duced, the motions of respiration cease, and an unfavorable result

the

is

problems.

all

drawn from

Idealism hoped to realize

a unitary and consistent conception of the

world by

Such

idealists

and denied the objective existence of anything which lay beyond the ego.
According to Berkeley the subject is the All, and in
This exFichte's philosophy the absolute ego is God.
identified consciousness

aggerated idealism

is

and

reality

generally called

spiritualism.*

Spiritualism explains the world solely from

the substance of

which the

Matter does not

exist,

subject

and what

is

we

spirit,

supposed to
call

i.

e.

consist.

things are con-

cepts of the subject.

In spite of this mistake the cogito ergo
cartes

still

su?>i of Desremains the true starting point for philo-

Spiritualism

is to

ular acceptance of the

be carefully distinguished irom Spiritualism in the popword ; this latter is Spiritism, or the belief in spirits.
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Realism, on

hand, identified objective

other

the

existence (viz., matter) with reality, forgetful

many

fact that

things (e.g. force,

although they are not included

Then realism declared
was

term matter.

the

that matter only exists

;

and matter

defined as the substance of wrhich reality and the

objects of our experience consist.
is

are real

spirit, etc.)

in

the

of

generally called

explain

materialism.

phenomena of

all

the world, the

to

phenomenon

some modifications which

suffered

it

its

time,

developed the gigantic structure of a dogmatic system
•which was shaped and elaborated by Wolff, a German
of great

constructive

Realismj

ability.

termed sensualism, by the English philosopher Locke,
took the very opposite course of development. Baron
Holbach, in France, formulated the conclusions of realism as a materialistic system, but the keen Scotch

Hume,

Sensations

which is
by themselves,

forms of pure reason are

Sensations which are not formed and orderly

arranged by reason have no value, they cannot consti-

with the

tries

by experience.

says, are blind., the

Materialism

influence of the scientific notions of

philosopher

Kant
empty.
tute

only.
Idealism, with

furnished

This form of realism

of consciousness included, from matter and from matter

from the

are the creations of our minds,* and our reason shapes

the things out of the material of sensations,

knowledge; and speculative thought,

if it

dispenses

by sensation,
is a vagary of pure reason and must be classed under
one heading with hallucinations.
Kant was too honest in his inquiries to jump at conreality of experience as afforded

clusions or to anticipate the results of his

philosophy.

He was

His system

misunderstood for a long time.

was admired

for

its

labyrinthian intricacy of structure

and derided for the same reason.
and blamed by
in the

and

men

one instance

He was

both praised

of the same and of opposite parties,

defender of the old dogmatism,

as the

in the other, as the author of a systematized skepti-

He had thrown all philosophy into confusion.
Everyone perceived that something of vital importance

cism.

unable to account for the causal

had happened, that a decisive victory had been gained.

connection of phenomena, boldly pronounced his skep-

philosopher

can

But as is often the case after a battle, the soldiers who
were engaged in the fight did not know whether theirs
was the winning or losing party.
The exposition of Kant's philosophy came from a
quarter whence it was least expected, viz.: from the
natural sciences.
The natural sciences one by one confessed to have attained to the same results that had been

that according to our observation the effect has

anticipated in Kant's criticism, and thus the greatness of

Cause and effect form a
synthesis, and the law of cause and effect, or the neces-

unwarranted
dogmatism, the latter as desperate skepticism. Both had
fulfilled their mission.
They had accomplished all that
they were capable of, but neither had attained the aim

in the comprehensweeping arguments.
Monism, which is the outcome of Kant's criticism,
considers the world as one immeasurable, continuous
whole, and in consequence thereof demands that a conception of the world must be consistent, free from conMonism actradiction, and in harmony with all facts.
cepts the view of idealism in so far as our knowledge of
the world rests on and indeed is identical with self-

intended.

cognizance.

ticism as the result of a philosophy

which

started

from

In materialism the unity

the assumption of realism.

of reality, the unity of the objective world which sur-

rounds the subject, was

lost.

Cause and

effect

could

not be considered as necessarily connected, but had to be

regarded as two independent phenomena, and

say

is,

all

we

always followed the cause.

sary sequence, cannot be proven.

Thus,

entangled in

The

and realism had

in the course of time, idealism

one another, each finding

lost sight of

its

own premises, the

itself

former

hopelessly

as

progress to a higher stage of thought could only

be effected through a reconciliation of both principles,
and this task was accomplished by Kant, whose philosophy, as he himself professed, was a combination of

dogmatism and

Wolff's

named

philosophy

his

just as well have termed

philosophy

is

Hume's

critical
it

critical

Kant

skepticism.

idealism.

He

might

and, as expressive of the Kantian 7nethod of thought,

undoubtedly criticism.

is

foundation for a

new

the course of the
because

it

last

Kant

laid the

conception of the world which in
half century

was

called

monism,

truly realizes the ideal of idealism as well as

that of realism;

it

affords a consistent

and unitary con-

ception of the world.

Kant taught

that only our sensations are real, things

the

still

The

yvuBi.

On

oracle.

true starting point of philosophy

amvr6v

(know

the other hand

it

thyself) of

is

Delphian

the

accepts realism.

Reality,

no mere sham reality is
the material, and, indeed, the only material out of which
the lofty structure of our concepts and the whole conas

it

appears to our senses,

ception of the world

realism, for Kant's

neither the old idealism nor the old realism,

the best name

Kant was more and more recognized

siveness of his radical and

is

What is

We

;

built.

Albert
"

is

Lang-e, in his History oj Materialism^ answers
a Thin^? " by the foUowin,? concise statement:

tlie

question,

of thincr to a group of phenomena which we conceive
as one. In this definition remoter relations and internal changes are not taken
into consideration." And Professor Ludwig Noir^, accepting this view, adds
(Philosophy of Langu.ige, p. 90):
*'

pfive the

name

"Ittollows undoubtedly from this definition that things have no existence
for animals; for even the most extreme Darwinian will hardly venture to maintain animals to be capable of this.
"To men a tree is a single being or thing which grows from the root upward, and has a trunk and branches but this is just what it can never be even
to the most highly endowed ape that climbs about its stem and has accustomed
dwellings and places of refuge under the well known leafy roof. It is beyond
the limits of possibility that any monkey tribe should ever endeavor to take up
a tree by the roots and plant it in another spot."
;

—

——
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Monism
viz.

:

rejects idealism in so far as

in so far as

a mere

fiction

it

spiritualism,

it is

attempts to conceive of the world as

of the imaginative faculty,

in so far as

it

express our notion of certain manifestations of reality.

Monism

rejects realism in so far as

made

is

:

is

science

is still

become ma-

has

and only matter,

explanation for phenomena.

the principle of

Matter

it

in so far as inert matter,

one of our concepts abstracted from
at a great distance froin

reality and
having formulated

a correct conception of matter which will serve to account

phenomena of the

for all the

the inorganic empire.

ledged

is

so-called organic as well as

Materialism

right in so far as

it

must be acknow-

declares that

it

all

objective

existences of reality are material, but materialism over-

looks the importance of form.

makes them what they

that

It

is

the form of things

are and appear as they

Matter alone will never be made
problems of nature.

are.

Thus
ciled,

the

in

to

account for the

commanded
the paper

attention as the importance of their subjects. Thus,
which received the highest compliment, the audience

time was up, was a very

woman's preparation

conclusions of the one-sided assumption of

idealism and realism, find their refutation.

solid,

for the study of medicine,

and

BY

VVM.

Where
But

the higher education of
ginning to bear fruit.

women

during the

toil

evi-

of

last thirty

years

is

be-

The attitude of the press, of the audiences, and of the community generally towards the council has been respectful and
friendly (with few exceptions).

came because they had
spoke, spoke of

programme,

All believed that the

women

earnest thought and purpose, and those

what they had seen and known. The very
was suggestive and instructive,

in its list of subjects,

and a great impulse has been given to thought and life throughout the length and breadth of the land.
The presence of the foreign delegates added greatly to the
e. d. c.

BOOK REVIEWS.

SCHUYLER.

there shall be no

all

was

charm

which held the interest of the audience.
No meeting was more impressive than that devoted to social
purity, and I believe every heart was impressed with the conviction that this was the great moral need of our time, and that a
higher standard of character for both sexes could alone redeem
our society from ruin.
The general tone of the meeting was unexceptionable, and
was seldom marred by extreme statements or violent denunciations; while the religious character of the council was shown by
the Sunday services, which began and closed it. They were
marked by broad liberal spirit and freedom from sectarian antagonisms or bigotry.
The Methodist and the Free Religionists
found common ground in their interest in the welfare of humanity.
Another point of interest was the ability shown by many
younger women not yet known to fame. They were the graduates of our high schools and colleges, and their work showed that

REST.

Good people struggle through
Hoping for Heaven's rest.

it

rhetoric or pathos,

interest of the occasion.

HEAVENLY

when her

earnest plea for thoroughness in

dently the clear presentation of the subject, and not any

who

monism, both idealism and realism are recon-

while spiritualism and materialism, representing

wrong
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rebelling against the chairman stopping the speaker

explains the world from a spiritual substance which is
assumed to have an independent existence and to be the
nature of the ego. According to monism, spirit independent of matter does not exist; and matter by itself, or
a thing which is matter and nothing but matter, does not
exist either.
But both are real; both are names which

terialism, viz.

COURT.

this life.

nor

Sea-side and Way-side. No. I. Julia McNair Wright. Boston: D. C. Heath & Co. iSSS.
This little book is unquestionably one of the best publications

strife;

be calm and blest;

of

its

kind.

It will

be useful, not only as a reader, but also as a
young children. The author be-

text-book of natural science for

Where
Err

all

not,

the saints

who

enter in

lieves that the first information imparted to a child should consist

composed
where life is
own chosen
home and natural sphere o£ development. In concise and strong
Saxon language the child is told how Mr. and Mrs. Crab live
rather of scientific facts than trivial sentences, and has

nor ever could

Being, in perfect lack of

some

sin,

Machines for doing good.

But surely such a scheme as this
Pure goodness, nothing more
Turns an eternity of bliss.

»

To

at the sea-side,

an eternal bore.

The

Jamaica Plains, Mass.
:

was allowed, and where the discussions were
and weighty, and must have a, wide influence.

how

the bees build their

frontispiece of the

Art Amateur

for April, 1S8S,

is

an ad-

mirable wood-cut from A. Gilbert's etching of a portrait of

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN.

pression

the shell- fish lives,

This new idea of a combined reader and text-book ot
natural science cannot fail to become an educative power of great
value in the culture of the youthful mind.

Editor of The Open Court
I think The Open Court should have a word of the International Council of Women at Washington, for it was a remarkable instance of a council where the most perfect freedom of exthe

how

its

hives, etc.

CORRESPONDENCE.
To

lessons fresh from the sea-shore and the field

seen not in an abnormal state of captivity but in

dignified

The speeches have been so fully reported in the daily and
weekly press, that it is not worth while to speak of them here. It
was not so much the eloquence and ability of the speakers that

and still
were accompanied by a sketch of the artist's life,
who
adds
as we would like to know the true history of every one
new luster to a name so distinguished in French literature and art.
The talks on Japanese Art are continued, and we hope they
Philippe Rousseau, the celebrated painter of animals
life.

We wish

it

will help to excite sufficient interest in the subject to secure the

purchase of the admirable collection of Prof Edward Morse for
one of our leading art museums.
Theodore Child gives an encouraging account of the exhibition of the Philadelphia

Greta writes

in

Academy.

her usual lively manner about art in Boston,

THK OPKN COURT.
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which unfortunately leaves on the mind the impression that she
cares more for saying a smart thing than a true one.
Robert Jarvis gives the first part of an interesting article on
Decorative Art, showing its high value, and illustrating the
thorough work needed to do it justice, by a sketch of the life of
Pierre Victor Galland, with engraved illustrations from his works.
The designs in this number are bold and free, and the colored
print, representing cherries,

The
columns

is full

new

as well as the

and

much

Flash-light receives

rich.

attention in the photographic

A

Dictionary of Furniture and Decoration, by M. Henri
Harvard, is announced as at last ready. Mrs. Wheeler continues
her talks about embroidery, and certainly if success can give claim,
she has a right to speak as one having authority in the matter.
Many useful, practical hints are given which make this magazine
of great value to the student and amateur.
is

the

of a

title

German

edition of Liberty, a Boston

The

paper, which preaches Anarchism.

editors of Libertas are

Mr. and Mrs. Schumm. The first three numbers show that the
management is sober and judicious; their anarchism is not a
dynamite revolution, but the more peaceful ideal of extreme individualism as is represented by Proudhon. While sympathizing
with the work of the editors, we cannot agree with their views,
and we doubt very much whether they will find a hearing among
the German- American public. Germans as a rule are opposed to
anarchism, and a few obnoxious individuals, such as Herr Most
and his friends, have succeeded in making the very name odious.

The

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER

XTIl.— Continued.

Thus an hour passed

in pleasant talk

the clock

till

and Use rose hastily. " My husband will wonder where I have disappeared to," said she. " You are a
dear girl; if you like we will become good friends."
Ah that pleased Laura very much. She accompanied
her visitor to the staircase, and on the step it occurred to
her that she had forgotten her main point; her room was
directly above that of the Professor's wife, and when Use
opened the window she could communicate quickly with
her by signals. Just as Use was about to close her door,.
Laura ran down once more in order to express her joy
that Use had granted her this hour.
Laura returned to her room, paced up and down
with rapid steps, and snapped her fingers like one who
struck,

!

subject of Keranrography, or photo-

graphing by lightning.

Libertas

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

Atlantic Monthly for

May

contains a timely and fascinat-

ing article by Herbert Tuttle on "The Emperor William." It is
remarkable how faithfully the author has portrayed the venerable
hero of Sadowa and Sedan. Though not in style and comprehensiveness, but certainly in judgment and just appreciation, Herbert

has

won

She confided

the great prize in a lottery.

to

her journal her account of the whole consecrated hour^

and every word that Use had spoken, and concluded
with verses:
" I

I

found thee, pure one! Now my dream will live.
And tho' 'twixt joy and pain thy soul may pine,
touch tliy garment's hem and homage give.

And

Then

my

lovingly thee in

heart enshrine."

she seated herself at the piano and played with

impassioned expression the melody which Use had sung

And

to her.

Use below heard

thanks for her

this heartfelt outburst of

visit.

Tuttle's essay reminds us of the valuable labors of Carlyle.

CHAPTER
Thought

is

deeper than

Feeling deeper than

all

A DAY OF

speech,

all

A

thought;

me," she said; "do

unto themselves was taught.

— C. P.

Cranch.

"Very

And

bids

it

trickle

And

a sphere

Let
Till

it

in

your power

forever.

And

a

Fight

it

as

it till it

with a

at

that everything

was

as

it

the ladies ask.

and

call

Who

is

home.
out.

there?

I

am

to

knock at
and

Halloa, halloa!
I shall

answer, as

in.

am a poor, poor beggar- maid,
And what I- want is this:
For me I want a piece of bread;
For my husband I want a kiss."
I

I

am

to dispense to

my

colleagues are concerned," replied the
Professor, putting on his gloves, " I should, on the
whole, be obliged to you if you would take that business

foe,

bless you.

(^Goivan Lea).

when

friends' doors

the wives of

sorrow press you,

the Ger.?nan of Sc/ierer, translated by

Morgan

was well

" Well, so far as the kisses which

on duty's path you go.

Close with

—Frotn

it

your

"

from you never,

you have

Look

the game.

a high-born thought this hour,

Ever and
If

it

as the children used to play at

guides the planets in their course.

— Rogers.
Comes

"

right?"

all

should be without his help, for in matters of the toilet
the critical eye of the Professor was of doubtful value.
" Now I begin a new game," continued Use, " such

a tear

from a source,

That law preserves the earth

look

I

first visits.

well," cried the Professor, joyfully, scanning

But

his wife.

That very law which moulds

Use entered her

carriage drove up to the door.

husband's study, attired for her

Souls to souls can never teach

What

XrV.

VISITS.

Mary

upon yourself."
" Ah, you men are very
•Translation copyrighted.

strict," said

Use; "

my

little

THK OPBN COURT.
Prank

also

always refuses

game, because he

to play the

only hope that

and already held

fast
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with both

his

hands those of

his

I'll

colleague and wife.

the

Professor gave his wife an account of the persons and

" Come into the house, my dear guests," he exclaimed, striding forward with long steps, while Felix
introduced his wife to the lady.
Professor Raschke

the peculiar branch of learning of each of his colleagues

forgot his

kiss the stupid girls.

would not

I

not disgrace yo'u."

They drove through

On

the streets.

the

way

whom

he was taking her.
"Let us visit pleasant people first," he said. "Yonder
lives Professor Raschke, our professor of philosophy,
to

and a dear friend of mine.

hope

I

his wife will please

you."
" Is he very famous," asked Use, laying her

hand on

her beating heart.

The carriage stopped

before a low house at the further

«nd of the suburb. Gabriel hastened into the house to
announce the visitors; finding the kitchen empty, he
knocked at the parlor door, and, finally, being experienced in the customs of the family, opened the entrance
" Herr and Frau Professor are in
into the court-yard.
the garden."

The

passed through the narrow yard into a

lodger permission to walk

The

benefit of the air.

order to get the

in, in

couple were walking along the

little

child

on her arm

;

The backs of the couple were
and they moved slowly forward,

turned to the
listening

and

reading aloud.

"An

encounter in the narrow path

"we must wait

is

not desirable,"

until they turn

round the

square and face us."
It

till

the procession overcame the

the journey,

for the Professor, in the

eagerness of reading, sometimes stopped to explain, as

might be seen from the motion of his hands. Use examined the appearance of the strange pedestrians with
The wife was pale and delicate; one could
curiosity.
perceive that she had recently left a sick bed.

a nobly formed, intellectual face, about which

He

had

hung long
They had

dark hair with a sprinkling of gray upon it.
come close to the guests when the wife turned her eyes
from her husband and perceived the visitors.

"What
book

a pleasure!" cried the Philosopher, dropping
into the great pocket of

morning, colleague.
sorin.

Wife, unhitch

Ha!

that

me from

is

his coat.

"

Good

our dear Frau Profes-

the carriage, the family

bonds confine me."

The

little

its seat and both ladies entered the
specimen of philosophy in their arms,

exchanging the first friendly greetings while the little
one in Use's arms swung his windmill, and the youngest
learned child on the arm of its mother began to scream.
Meanwhile colleague Raschke went about clearing the
room, removed books and papers from the sofa, shook
faded sofa-cushions into form, which emitted a cloud of
" But
dust, and cordially invited his guests to be seated.
how is this.''" he said; " you are troubling yourself with
this doll.

he

Is

it

No;

the baby.?

said, correcting himself,

I

see

it

is

the other,"

" which will be less trouble-

unhitching took some time, as the hands of the

house were not free; and Professor
Raschke by no means kept still, but struggled forward,

mistress of the

At length the party seated themselves. Use played
with the child on her lap, while Frau Raschke disappeared for a moment and came back without the screamShe

ing infant.

sat

shyly by Use, but asked her

pher, however,

tion of the ladies;

while

still

time of

it

—

so young, for our wives have not an easy
their outer

life is

limited and they have

many

demands made upon them at home. We are often
wearisome companions, difficult to deal with, peevish,
morose, and perverse."

He

shook

his

head disapprov-

ingly over the character of learned men, but his face

smiled with genuine pleasure.

was some time

hindrances of

his

a

was always interrupting the conversahe stroked the hand of the Professor,
while he nodded to his wife. "This is quite right; I
rejoice that you accustom yourself to our mode of life

him.

said Felix;

room with

the husband held

companion. In order, however, to do as much family
duty as possible, the Professor had fastened the pole of
a baby carriage to his belt and thus drew a second child
guests

neglected child from

friendly questions in a gentle voice; the lively Philoso-

a book in his hand, from which he was reading to his

after

which Use lifted over the threshThere she took up the

into the hall.

The

path under the noon sun of an autumn day.
lady carried a

carriage,

some."

visitors

kitchen-garden, which the owner of the house had given
his

baby

old and rolled

The end of the visit was hastened by the baby, which
began to cry piteously in the next room.
"Are you going already?" said the Philosopher to
Use "
;

this

cannot be counted as a

visit.

You

please

me

much, and you have true eyes; and I see that you
have a kind disposition, and that is everything. All we
want is, in the face a good mirror through which the
images of life are reflected fully and purely, and in the
heart an enduring flame which will communicate its

warmth
even

to others.

Whoever

has that will do well,

her fate to be the wife, as you are, of a sedentary student, and as is this poor mother of five screamif it is

ing young ones."

Again he strode fidgeting about, fetched an old hat
from the corner and handed it to the wife of his colleague.
Use laughed.
" Oh, I see, it is a gentleman's hat," said Professor
Raschke; "it belongs to your husband."
"

I also

am

provided with one," said the Professor.

:

:
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" Then it must be my own after all," said Raschke;
and ramming the hat on his head, accompanied his
guests to the carriage.

the carriage dumb with
have courage, Felix; the proalarming than the students."

For some time Use
astonishment.

"Now

fessors are

less

still

sat in

I

All will not receive you so warmly," answered
" He who comes next is my colleague
the Professor.
"

Struvelius; he teaches

not one of

my

Greek and Latin,

he is
thorough

as I do;

intimate acquaintances, but

is

a

scholar."

instructive to

me

to learn

"Of

course," said Frau Struvelius. "But I mean
you would observe with surprise that near neighborhood does not alwayscall for intimate intercourse. But
Struvelius must be told you are here."
She rose, opened the door of the next room, and
standing bolt upright by the door, called out:
" Herr Professor and Frau Werner."
A slight murmur and the hasty rustling of leaves
were heard in the neighboring room. The wife closed

the door and continued

was

with only very few.

covered with books

and papers; a delicate lady, of middle age, with a small
but clever face and an extraordinary coiffure; for her

pho

try."

menced reading the work of colleague Raschke and
admire the deep thought of the man."

I

" His writings are delightful," replied the Professor,
" because in all of them we perceive a thorough and

pure-minded man."
" I agree in your antecedent
reference to this

and

consequent in

regards the gen-

your sentence, I must remark that many
works forming an epoch in literature would have no
true claim, if it were necessary to be a perfect man in
order to write a good book."
Use looked timidly at the learned lady who had
ventured to oppose her husband.
" Yet we will come to an agreement," continued the
professor's wife, fluently, as if she were reading from a
its

"It

is

not requisite for every valuable

author should be a

man

work

of character, but he

that

who

would be unlikely to
produce anything which would have an unfavorable influence on his branch of learning; undoubtedly the weaktruly has this noble qualification

nesses of a learned

one supposes

in

work
the

originate

more frequently than

weakness of

character

of the

author."

The Professor nodded assentingly.
" For," she continued, " the position which a learned
man assumes with respect to the great questions of the
day, affecting his branch of learning

—

is

more

you confidence, and such confitown than in the coun-

easily acquired in

peculiarly after

its

own

fashion, that

Greek

Use suffered from the conviction that
interruption and that it was
a great condescension on the part of his wife to speak to
historian.

visit

her at

was an inopportune

all.

"Are you musical?"

said

Frau

"

can hardly say so," answered Use.
glad of it," said the hostess, moving opposite
" From
to her and examining her with sharp eyes.
I

"I

am

what you appear
This

musical.

me,

to

I

should think you cannot be

makes us weak and

art

leads too fre-

quently to an imperfect state of existence."
Felix endeavored, with little success, to

make the
Professor participate in the conversation; and the visitors soon rose.
On taking leave, Frau Struvelius
stretched the under part of her

toward Use and

line

said,

arm

in a

rectangular

with a solemn pressure of the

hand
" Pray feel yourself at home with us." And the
words of her husband, bidding them adieu, were cut
short

"

by the

closing of the door.

What do you

say

now?"

said the Professor, as they

drove away.

"Ah,

are going about to-day as if you

would be

Struvelius, inquisi-

tively.

in the country," she said, turning to Use.

It

are justified in

—

is

"

we

assuming that this head gear was hereditary and had
given the name to his family. He bowed slightly,
pushed a chair forward and seated himself in it silently
probably his thoughts were still occupied with his

nay, even the advantages and deficiencies of his method may generally
be explained from his character. You have always lived

—

associate

In the city one chooses from

The side door opened. Professor Struvelius entered
with an absent-minded manner, a sharp nose, thin lips and
also with an unusual head gear.
For his hair stood so

eral tenor of

book.

among many and

live

this feeling gives

dence

the

colleague, but as

we

after all

among many individuals with a certain arbitrariness.
One might have more acquaintance than one has, but
even

or Corinne, so far as a comparison can be made
with two ladies of antiquity, the growth of whose hair is
by no means satisfactorily ascertained.
Frau Struvelius arose slowly and greeted the visitors
with stiff demeanor; she expressed her pleasure to Use
and then turned to the Professor. " I have to-day com-

For

"

was combed behind her ears in one large roll
of curl, which gave her a certain resemblance to Sapshort hair

re-

that

This time it was a house in the city; the appointments were a little more ancient than in Use's new dwellThis professor's wife wore a black silk dress, and
ing.
sitting before a writing-table

what impression you have

ceived of the mutual relations of people ip the town."
"I have met but few as yet," rejoined Use, timidly.

gone,
"

Felix,
I

I

feel

very insignificant;

my

courage

would rather return home."

Be composed,"

said the husband, consolingly

were

at

a

fair,

;

"you

looking

:

:

THK
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OF*

over the contents of the tables. What does not please
you, you need not buy. The next visit is to our Historian,
a worthy man, who is one of the good spirits of our Uni-

His daughter also

versity.

The

is

an amiable young lady,"

them

servant opened the door and conducted

There were some good land-

into the reception-room.

scapes on the wall

a pianoforte,

;

—a pretty flower stand,

with rare plants, well arranged and taken care of. The
daughter entered hastily she had a delicate face with
stately old gentleman with a
beautiful dark eyes.
He looked something
distinguished air followed her.
like a high official, only his lively way of speaking
;

A

man

Use was warmly
The old gentleman seated
and heartily welcomed.
himself near her and began an easy conversation, and
Use soon felt herself as comfortable as with an intimate

showed him

to

be a

She was

acquaintance.

of learning.

also

reminded of her home, for

he asked
" Are any of the remains of the old monastery

Rossau

He fetched a stone of remarkable radiated structure.
"This is a very rare mineral that has been discovered
the neighborhood of the cave* it was sent me by an

in

apothecary of the province."

He

name of the mineral, and spoke of
which the cave was formed, and the rock
on which her father's house stood, just as if he had been
there himself, and made Use describe the lines of the hills
told her the

the stone of

and the quarries of the neighborhood.
He listened
attentively to her clear answers, and thought the geological structure of the estate very remarkable.

Use was delighted and exclaimed:
We imagined that no one in the world cared about
us; but I see the learned gentlemen know more about
"

our country than we ourselves do."
"
know, at least, how to find something more

We

precious than fragments of

at

After their return home. Use entered her husband's
room, who had already sat down to his work.
" Let me remain with you to-day, Felix; my head is

Felix looked up with curiosity, and Use answered
" Only the walls; the interior is rebuilt."

confused with

"

oldest ecclesiastical foundations of

me;

your region, and has stood many centuries, and undoubtedly exercised influence over a wide district. It is
remarkable that the records of the monastery are almost

it is

all

It

was one of the

wanting, and

know, are very

other accounts or notices, so far as

all

scanty.

One may suppose

I

that

much still

the countenance of her

husband

concealment there."

lies in

Use observed

how

all the persons to whom you have taken
have seen so much within one day, and have had
so much friendliness shown me by clever and distinguished

" That

is

my

inquiries

ment, and

lie

were

in vain."

" Perhaps

the seat of govern-

there unused."

Thus passed one

visit after

Next came the

another.

Rector, a Professor of Medicine, an agreeable

world,

who kept up

was

plump, active lady, with

a

Then came
a

tall,

was

man

of the

His wife

an elegant establishment.

inquiring eyes.

restless,

the Secretary of the theological Consistory,

thin gentleman with a sweet smile; his wife, too,

over- proportioned in everything,

The

and hospitality.

last

—

in nose,

mouth,

was the Mineralogist, a

clever

young man with a very pretty wife, who had only
been married a few months. While the young women,
seated on the sofa, were quickly becoming acquainted,
Use was for the second time surprised by a question from
the Professor:
"

Your home

ment.

Is there

is

not without interest for

"Indeed!
that has
alogist.

I

my

depart-

not a cave in the neighborhood?"

Use colored and looked again
" It is on my father's estate."

am

just

now

at

at

The

her husband.

work on

a

new

discovery

been made on your estate," exclaimed the Miner-

learned lady frightened

perhaps wrong

in

me

me most; and,

to say so, for she

is

Felix,

much

more refined, but I found a resemblance in
her to a good old acquaintance."
" Frau Rollmaus," assented the Professor; "but this

cleverer and

one

is

"

possible," agreed the Historian.

the documents have been taken to

I

men.

lighted up; but he replied, quietly:
" In the place itself

rock there," replied the

Professor courteously.

preserved?"

still

925

in reality

Heaven

very clever."

grant,"

said

equally true-hearted; but

Use, " that

she

I feel terrified at

may be

her learning.

ladies, but the husbands still better;
something noble about almost all of them, they
converse wonderfully w^ell, they are unconstrained and
seem to have real inward happiness and gladness of
heart; and naturally so, for they hover over the earth
I

like the other

there

like

is

your gods of

And

old, and, therefore, they

may

well be

was the patched
smoking jacket which the dear Professor Raschke wore
even moth and rust will not eat that! When I think
cheerful.

in spite of that there

—

have treated me with kindon my husband's account, I do not
know how I can thank you sufficiently. Now that I
have been thus received into this new society, I must
ask that my entrance into it may be blessed."
The husband stretched out his hand and drew her
toward him; she clasped his head with her hands and
that all these clever people

ness and regard solely

bent over him.

What are you working at now?" she asked,
"Nothing very important; merely a treatise
"

softly.

that I

have to prepare every year for the University."
He then told her something of the contents of the
work.
"

And when

it is

finished,

what then ? "

—

—

;

—

;
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must be occupied in new tasks."
it goes on always from morning to evening, every year, till the eyes fail and the strength breaks,"
" I have a great favor to ask of
said Use, piteously.
you to-day; will you show me the books, Felix, which
you have written all of them ? "
" All that I still possess," said the Professor, and he
collected books and treatises here and there from every
"

Then

"

And
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My first, from the thief though your house it defends,
Like a shive, or a cheat, you abuse or despise.
My second, though brief, yet alas! comprehends
All the good,

all

Of my whole

I

Except that

all

the wise.
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very often

*Twas whispered

THE

my first to my second.

oiPEisr aoTJK.T,

'Twill be found in the Sjihere

man from

It assists at his birth

It

It

when

'tis

By

riven asunder,

'tis

wretch that expels

In the whispers of conscience

Nor e'en

in the

'tis

make

it

Heavenly Rest,

softly)

it
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of three letters alone,

backwards and forwards the same;
speaks not a word, makes its sentiments known,
And to beauty lays principal claim. Eye.

The

What word is that in the English language, of one syllable, which, by
taking away the first two letters, becomes a word of two syllables?
Answer Plague ague.
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harbinger of hot

Why is the letter T like an island? Because is in the
Why is a dream like childhood ? Because it is in-fancy.
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There is a well known word in the English language, the first two letters
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the whole a great woman. Herohie,

the

A
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The Lost Manuscript.

ago, yet made to-day,
I'm most enjoyed while others'sleep.

What tew would wish to give away,
And fewer still would wish to keep.

my company. My whole

C

921

The Art Amateur

Formed long

third speaks of

921

Wright
Libertas.

And my

Women.

Sea-side and Way-side.

The beginning of eternity, the end of time and space;
The beginning of every end, and end of every place.
Answer:—Thz Letter E.

—
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By Wm. Schuyler

International Council of

dies in an hour.

A word that's composed

Prkyer.
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^«*w^r;— The Letter H.

Though

W. Morton.

AND MONISM.

drowned.

acutely and constantly hear.

it

914

By W.

LIFE.

CORRESPONDENCE.

But, in short, let it rest, like a beautiful flower;

(Oh breathe on

^'TheophilnsP

POETRY.

from home.

is

to

911

Translated from the German by F.

sure to be found;

whirlwind of passion

Reply

Powell

IDEALISM, REALISM

'Twill soften the heart, but though deaf to'the ear,

'Twill

ILL.

Part III

ery.

may roam;
it

E. p.

THE CONDITIONS OF

hoarded with care;

the soldier, the seaman

to the

CHICAGO,

URALISTIC MONISM." By Edmund Montgom-

begins every hope, every wish it must bound
prays with the hermit, with monarchs is crowned.
it

Salle Street,)

KARL THEODOR BAYRHOFFER AND HIS "NAT-

his earliest breath;

sure to be lost in his prodigal heir.

Without
But woe

La

MONISM AND RELIGION. A

and attends to his death;

In the heaps of the miser
'tis

175

F.

Contents of No. 35.

Presides over his happiness, honor and health;
Js the prop of his house and the end of his wealth.

But

DRAWER

in heaven, 'twas muttered in hell

'Tis seen in the lightninij and heard in.the thunder.
allotted to

0,

P.

And echo caught faintly the sound as it fell.
On the confines of earth 'twas permitted to rest;
And the depth of the ocean its presence confessed.

*Twas

10 GTS.

destined by fate

lot that is

For my second to meet in every State;
My whole is by many philosophers reckoned

To bring
Answer— Wo-man.
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My first is the
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DR.

Science.

have little or nothing- to say,
marks the departure of day.

it

Answer— Cuk-few.

the great, all the learned,

COURT.

abroad and persons visiting Ger-

at the residence of Professor L. Buchner, Darmstadt,

street.

See note on page 906 of

The Open Court.

Rev. Henry Truro Bray's pamphlet, " Theism, or the Knowability
published and sold by the author for 60 cents.
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Mr. W. M. Salter will make lecture engagements for the month of June.
Address, 516 North avenue, Chicago.

